In this paper we develop a variant, regenerative randomization with Laplace transform inversion, of a previously proposed method (the regenerative randomization method) for the transient analysis of rewarded continuous time Markov models. Those models find applications in dependability and performability analysis of computer and telecommunication systems. The variant differs from regenerative randomization in that the truncated transformed model obtained in that method is solved using a Laplace transform inversion algorithm instead of standard randomization. As regenerative randomization, the variant requires the selection of a regenerative state on which the performance of the method depends. For a class of models, class C , including typical failure/repair models, a natural selection for the regenerative state exists and, with that selection, theoretical results are available assessing the performance of the method in terms of 'visible' characteristics. Using dependability class C models of moderate size of a RAID 5 architecture we compare the performance of the variant with those of regenerative randomization and randomization with steady-state detection for irreducible models, and with those of regenerative randomization and standard randomization for models with absorbing states. For irreducible models, the new variant seems to be about as fast as randomization with steady-state detection for models which are not too small when the initial probability distribution is concentrated in the regenerative state, and significantly faster than regenerative randomization when the model is stiff and not very large. For stiff models with absorbing states, the new variant is much faster than standard randomization and significantly faster than regenerative randomization when the model is not very large. In addition, the variant seems to be able to achieve stringent accuracy levels safely.
INTRODUCTION
Rewarded continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) models find applications in dependability and performability analysis of computer and telecommunication systems. In this paper we will restrict our attention to finite rewarded CTMC models. Let X = {X(t); t ≥ 0} be a CTMC with finite state space . Then, a rewarded CTMC is obtained by imposing over X a reward rate structure r i , i ∈ , where the quantity r i has the meaning of the 'rate' at which a reward is earned while X is in state i. The behavior of the resulting 'reward rate' variable r X(t) can be summarized using several measures. In this paper we will consider two such transient measures: the expected transient reward rate measure, X(t) ], and the expected averaged reward rate measure,
Specific instances of those measures can capture important dependability/performability characteristics of computer and telecommunication systems. Consider, for instance, a fault-tolerant system which can be up or down, whose behavior can be modeled by a CTMC. Assume that a reward rate 1 is assigned to the states of the CTMC in which the system is down and a reward rate 0 is assigned to the states in which the system is up. Then, the ETRR(t) measure would be the unavailability of the system at time t, i.e. the probability that the system is down at time t, and the EARR(t) measure would be the expected interval unavailability of the system at time t, i.e. the expected value of the fraction of time that the system is down in the interval [0, t]. As another example, consider a fault-tolerant system modeled by a CTMC X with state space = S ∪{f }, where S includes the states in which the system is up and entry in the absorbing state f models system failure. Then, if we assign a reward rate 0 to the states in S and a reward rate 1 to the state f , the ETRR(t) measure would be the unreliability of the system at time t, i.e. the probability that the system will have failed by time t. Reward rates may also represent 'performance rates' of a degradable faulttolerant system. In that case, the ETRR(t) measure would be the expected performance rate of the system at time t and the EARR(t) measure would be the expected averaged performance rate of the system in the time interval [0, t].
We will assume r i ≥ 0. This is not a true limitation, since, if that condition is not satisfied, it is enough to add a positive value β to the reward rates so that the condition is satisfied, compute the ETRR(t) or EARR(t) measure of the model with shifted reward rates, and subtract β from that value to obtain the ETRR(t) or EARR(t) measure of the original model. We also want to point out that impulse rewards r i,j associated with transitions of the CTMC, which are earned each time the CTMC makes a transition (i, j ), can be accommodated by adding quantities λ i,j r i,j to the reward rates r i , where λ i,j denotes the transition rate from state i to state j . In that case, ETRR(t) would be lim t →0 E[reward accumulated in [t, t + t]]/ t and EARR(t) would be E[reward accumulated in [0, t]/t].
Computation of the measures ETRR(t) and EARR(t) requires the transient analysis of the CTMC X. Such an analysis can be costly, making the development of efficient computational procedures for those measures a research topic of great interest. Commonly used methods are ordinary differential equation (ODE) solvers and randomization. Good recent reviews of these methods with new results can be found in [1, 2, 3] . The randomization method (also called uniformization) is attractive because of its excellent numerical stability and the facts that the computational error is well-controlled and can be specified in advance. 1 It was first proposed by Grassman [5] and has been further developed by Gross and Miller [6] . The method is also offered by well-known performance, dependability and performability modeling packages [7, 8, 9, 10] . A major drawback of the (standard) randomization method is that it is expensive when the model is stiff. For CTMCs, a practical measure of stiffness is max i∈ λ i t [3] , where λ i are the output rates of the states of the CTMC. The high computational cost of the standard randomization method for stiff models has motivated the development in the last few years of several variants which can outperform the standard randomization method: selective randomization [11, 12] , multistepping [3, Section 3.1.2], adaptive uniformization [13] , adaptive/standard uniformization [14] , uniformization with steady-state detection [1, 15] and regenerative randomization [16, 17] .
Randomizationbased methods computing bounds which can be much more efficient than 'exact' methods have also been proposed [18] . 1 The computational error has two components: truncation error and round-off error; the truncation error can be made arbitrarily small, the round-off error will have a very small relative value due to the numerical stability of the method if double precision is used. Rigorous bounds for the relative round-off errors have been obtained in [4] under certain conditions concerning the values that transition rates can have and assuming a special method for computing Poisson probabilities.
The regenerative randomization method allows one to compute the ETRR(t) and EARR(t) measures for rewarded CTMC models X with state space = S ∪{f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f A }, |S| ≥ 2, A ≥ 0, where f i are absorbing states and, either (a) all states in S are transient or (b) S has a single trapping component 2 and the chosen regenerative state r ∈ S belongs to that component, with some non-null transition rate from r to S = S−{r}. 3 It is also assumed that all states are readable from some state with non-null initial probability. Note that irreducible models correspond to the case in which A = 0, S has a single trapping component and all states in S belong to that trapping component. The method has the same good properties as standard randomization (numerical stability, well-controlled computation error and ability to specify the computation error in advance) and for large stiff models can be much faster than standard randomization. The method requires the selection of a regenerative state r ∈ S and its performance depends on that selection. In the method, a truncated transformed model yielding an approximate value with bounded error for the measures ETRR(t) and EARR(t) is constructed and that approximate value is computed by solving the truncated transformed model by standard randomization. For a class of models, class C , a natural selection for the regenerative state exists and, with that selection, theoretical results are available assessing the performance of the method in terms of 'visible' model characteristics.
Intuitively, the regenerative randomization method is based on the characterization of the behavior of the model up to state r and from r until the next hit of r. A similar idea has been exploited in [19] to develop a method which reduces dramatically the computational cost of mean-time-to-failure (MTFF)-like measures for CTMC models with absorbing states.
The truncated transformed model obtained in regenerative randomization is as stiff as the original model and its solution by standard randomization can be relatively costly when the original model is stiff and not very large. Based on that observation, in this paper we develop a variant of the method, regenerative randomization with Laplace transform inversion, which differs from regenerative randomization in that the truncated transformed model is solved using a Laplace transform inversion algorithm. That alternative tends to be significantly more efficient than standard randomization when the model is stiff and results in a method which can be much more efficient than regenerative randomization for stiff models which are not very large. The price paid is to degrade somehow the quality of the numerical solution, since Laplace transform inversion algorithms provide J. A. CARRASCO a series converging to the solution instead of a solution with error bounds, as provided by standard randomization. Our experiments seem to indicate, however, that the variant is numerically stable and able to achieve stringent accuracy levels safely. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews briefly the standard and regenerative randomization methods for the computation of the measures ETRR(t) and EARR(t). Section 3 describes the new variant. Section 4 compares the performance of the variant with those of standard randomization, regenerative randomization and randomization with steady-state detection using class C dependability models of a moderate size of a RAID 5 architecture, and analyzes the accuracy of the variant. Section 5 puts in perspective preliminary work related to the regenerative randomization method and the variant proposed here. Section 6 concludes the paper.
REVIEW OF STANDARD AND REGENERATIVE RANDOMIZATION
The standard randomization method is based on the randomization result.
be, respectively, the transition rates, output rates and infinitesimal generator of X. Let α = (α i ) i∈ , α i = P [X(0) = i] be the initial probability row vector of X. Let ≥ max i∈ λ i and consider the discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) X = { X k ; k = 0, 1, 2, . . . } with the same state space and initial probability distribution as X and a transition probability matrix P = I+A/ , where I denotes an identity matrix of appropriate dimension. X is said to be the randomized DTMC of X with randomization rate . Let Q = {Q(t); t ≥ 0} be a Poisson process with arrival rate independent of X (P [Q(t) = k] = e − t ( t) k /k!).
Then, the randomization result [20, Theorem 4.19] establishes that X is probabilistically identical to { X Q(t ) ; t ≥ 0}, which means that the probability of any event defined over the values of the random variables X(t) is the same as the probability of the corresponding event defined over the random variables X Q(t ) .
Using the randomization result and the independence of Q from X, the transient regime of X can be expressed in terms of the transient regime of X as
Then, we have
with
In the standard randomization method for ETRR(t), the summation in (1) is truncated by the right to obtain an approximate value for ETRR(t),
The quantities d(k), k = 0, 1, . . . , N, are obtained from the probability row vectors of X at steps k, q(k) = (P [ X k = i]) i∈ , using (2) . Those probability row vectors can be obtained using q(0) = α and q(k + 1) = q(k)P.
Usually, the truncation point is selected by controlling the absolute truncation error, ∞ k=N+1 d(k) e − t ( t) k /k!. Let r max = max i∈ r i .
Since d(k) ≤ r max , the absolute truncation error is upper bounded by r max ∞ k=N+1 e − t ( t) k /k!, and N is chosen as
where is the allowed absolute error. The truncation error upper bound increases with t and, if ETRR(t) has to be computed for several values of t, it is enough to control the truncation error for the largest of them.
Using EARR(t) = ( t 0 ETRR(τ ) dτ )/t, it is possible to obtain from (1)
An appropriate truncation of the summatories gives the following approximate value, with error upper bounded by r max ∞ k=N+1 e − t ( t) k /k!:
This allows an implementation of the standard randomization method for the measure EARR(t) with control of the absolute truncation error analogous to the error control in the previously described implementation of the standard randomization method for the measure ETRR(t).
Slightly different implementations of the standard randomization method for EARR(t) with different truncations are also possible [21] . The computational cost of the standard randomization method increases with the truncation point N, which increases with and, for that reason, the best choice for is = max i∈ λ i . Using the well-known result [22] that Q(t) has for t → ∞ an asymptotic normal distribution with mean and variance t, it is easy to realize that, for large t, the required N will be ≈ t, and, . . .
. . . then, the method will be expensive for large stiff models. Regenerative randomization [16, 17] is a recently developed method for the computation of the measures ETRR(t) and EARR(t) which has the same good properties as standard randomization and can be much more efficient in those cases. We will briefly review the next method. We will use the notation α B = i∈B α i . Also, P i,j being the transition probabilities of X (elements of the transition probability matrix P), we will let
In addition, it will be assumed that the randomization rate is slightly larger than max i∈ λ i = max i∈S λ i , say =
The regenerative randomization method includes two phases. In the first phase, a truncated transformed model is built which, with bounded error, yields the same measures ETRR(t) and EARR(t) as the original model. In the second phase, the truncated transformed model is solved using standard randomization. For the case α S > 0, the truncated transformed CTMC model is called V K,L and has state space
. . , f A }, the state transition diagram illustrated in Figure 1 for the case A = 1 and a reward rate structure
For the case α S = 0, the truncated transformed model is called V K and only differs from V K,L in the absence of the states s k . Let the row vectors
and π (k) = (π i (k)) i∈S ,
where X is a version of X with initial state r. Then, the parameters w k , q k , v j k , w k , q k , v j k , b(k) and b (k) on which V K,L and V K depend can be obtained from π(k), k = 0, 1, . . . , K and π (k), k = 0, 1, . . . , L using
where a(k) = i∈S π i (k) and a (k) = i∈S π i (k). The row vectors π(k) and π (k) required to obtain the truncated transformed model can be obtained as follows. First, we have π(0) = (I i=r ) i∈S and π (0) = (α i ) i∈S , where I c denotes the indicator function returning the value 1 if condition c is satisfied and the value 0 otherwise. Let P Z be the matrix obtained from the restriction of P to S × S by setting the elements in the column associated with state r to 0 and let P Z be the restriction of P to S × S . 4 The row vectors π(k), 1 ≤ k ≤ K, and π (k), 1 ≤ k ≤ L, can be obtained recursively from π(0) and π (0) using π(k + 1) = π(k)P Z and π (k + 1) = π (k)P Z .
As we have said, the truncated transformed model has with some bounded error the same expected transient reward rate and expected averaged reward rate as the original model X. More specifically, for the case α S > 0, calling ETRR K,L,a (t) and EARR K,L,a (t), respectively, the expected transient reward rate and expected averaged reward rate Inputs: X, A, r i , i ∈ , α, r, , n, t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n Outputs: ETRR(t 1 ), ETRR(t 2 ), . . . , ETRR(t n ) r max = max i∈ r i ; t max = max{t 1 , t2, . . . , t n };
Algorithmic description of the regenerative randomization method for ETRR(t).
measure of V K,L , we have:
and, for the case α S = 0, calling ETRR K,a (t) and EARR K,a (t), respectively, the expected transient reward rate and expected averaged reward rate measures of V K :
The model truncation error bounds given by (3)-(6) decrease with the truncation parameters K and L and can be made arbitrarily small by taking K and L large enough.
. . .
. . . To clarify the regenerative randomization method, Figure 2 gives a C-like algorithmic description of the method for the measure ETRR(t). The algorithm has as inputs the CTMC X, the number A of absorbing states f i , the reward rates r i , i ∈ , an initial probability distribution row vector α = (α i ) i∈ , the regenerative state r, the allowed error , the number of time points n at which estimates for the measures have to be computed and the time points t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n . The algorithm has as outputs the estimates for the measure at the time points t i . Of the allowed error, , a portion /2 is allocated for the error associated with the truncation of the transformed model and a portion /2 is allocated for the error associated with the solution of the truncated transformed model by standard randomization. Since the upper bounds for the model truncation error given by (3) and (5) increase with t, that error is controlled for t max = max{t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n }. For the case α S > 0, the allocation /2 for the model truncation error is divided equally between the two contributions of the model truncation error bound. Solution of the truncated transformed model by standard randomization involves stepping the randomized DTMC V K,L ( V K ) of V K,L (V K ) with randomization rate . Figure 3 shows the state transition diagram of V K,L for the case A = 1. The state transition diagram of V K is identical to the state transition diagram of V K,L but without its upper part, corresponding to states s k , k ≥ 0. The method has a similar implementation for the measure EARR(t). For that measure, the model truncation error bounds also increase with t and those errors are also controlled for t = t max .
Computing the Poisson probabilities e − t ( t) k /k! is a delicate issue. A numerically stable and reasonably efficient alternative is the method described in [23, pp. 1028-1029] (see also [24] ), and that is the method we use in our implementations.
Both the standard and regenerative randomization methods require the computation of
for increasing values of m; in addition, the regenerative randomization method requires the computation of
for increasing values of m. Efficient and numerically stable algorithms for performing those computations are described in [16, 17] .
The computational cost of the first phase of regenerative randomization is roughly proportional to K + L, if α S > 0, and to K, if α S = 0, with a cost per step (increase in K or L) which tends to be slightly larger than the cost per step of standard randomization. The computational cost of the second phase of the method is roughly proportional to K + L if α S > 0 and to K if α S = 0 and, for large t, is roughly proportional to t. It is possible to show that the required K is O(log( t/ )) and, if α S > 0, the required L is O(log(1/ )). This implies that, for large enough and stiff enough models, regenerative randomization will be significantly faster than standard randomization. As previously said, the performance of regenerative randomization depends on the selection of the regenerative state r. That state should be selected so that a(k) and, if α S > 0, a (k) decrease as fast as possible, and the required K and L are as small as possible. In general, the method relies on the user's intuition to select a 'good' regenerative state. However, for a class of models, class C , a natural selection for the regenerative state exists and theoretical results are available assessing the performance of the method for that selection in terms of 'visible' model characteristics. Using the notation λ i,B = j ∈B λ i,j , B ⊂ , the model class C includes all CTMCs X covered by regenerative randomization for which a partition S 0 ∪S 1 ∪ . . . ∪ S N C of S exists satisfying the following two properties:
The class includes failure/repair models with exponential failure and repair time distributions and repair in every state with failed components when failure rates are significantly smaller than repair rates. For those models, a partition of S for which properties P1 and P2 would be satisfied is S k = {states in S with k failed components}. As an illustration of the model class C , Figure 4 shows a small CTMC reliability model of a repairable fault-tolerant system using the pair-and-spare technique [25] in which active modules have failure rate λ M , the spare module does not fail, the failure of an active module is 'soft' with probability S M and 'hard' with probability 1 − S M and, whether soft or hard, the failure of an active module is covered with probability C M . Modules in soft failure are independently recovered at rate µ S and modules in hard failure are repaired by a single repairman at rate µ H . A partition for S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} showing that the model is in class C is S = S 0 ∪ S 1 ∪ S 2 with S 0 = {1}, S 1 = {2, 3} and S 2 = {4, 5, 6}.
Since class C models move fast to either state o or a state f i , state o is a 'natural' selection for the regenerative state for those models and it can be shown [16, 17] that, with that selection, the required K and L are mainly determined by the parameter R = max i∈S λ i /min i∈S λ i : the larger R, the larger the required K and L. In fact, as a rule of thumb, the required K and L can be estimated by 30R. Since R is a 'visible' model characteristic, those rough estimates can be used to anticipate when regenerative randomization can be expected to be significantly faster than standard randomization for class C models with the selection r = o.
THE NEW VARIANT
The truncated transformed model obtained in regenerative randomization has maximum output rate = (1 + θ) max i∈ λ i , and, θ being a very small quantity, the truncated transformed model is about as stiff as X. When the original model is stiff, solution of that model by standard randomization will require a very high number of steps on the corresponding randomized DTMC and will be expensive. For large enough X, the truncated transformed model will tend to be much smaller than X and the relative computational cost of the second phase of regenerative randomization will tend to be small. However, when X is not very large, that component can be relatively important and can even dominate the computational cost of the method. This is illustrated by the examples used in Section 4. To improve the computational efficiency of the method in those cases, we propose to use a variant of regenerative randomization, called regenerative randomization with Laplace transform inversion, which differs from regenerative randomization only in that the truncated transformed model is solved using a Laplace transform inversion algorithm instead of standard randomization. Many Laplace transform inversion algorithms only require the computation of the Laplace transform of the function to be inverted at several abscissae and the variant uses one of those algorithms. In Section 3.1 we will derive closed form expressions for the solution of the truncated transformed model in the Laplace transform domain and will describe efficient algorithms for computing those closed form expressions. In Section 3.2 we will describe the Laplace transform inversion algorithm which is used by the variant, paying special attention to error control issues.
Closed form solution in the Laplace transform domain
The Laplace transform of a function f (t) will be denoted by f (s). We will start by considering the case α S > 0 and deriving closed form expressions for ETRR K,L,a (s) and (s) and C K,L (s) or C K (s) will be given. We will use the notation
Taking into account the fact that, because 1≤i≤A v i k + q k +w k = 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ K −1, and 1≤i≤A v i k +q k +w k = 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ L − 1, the output rates of the states s k , 1 ≤ k ≤ K, and s k , 0 ≤ k ≤ L, of V K,L are equal to , the transient probabilities of V K,L (see Figure 1 ) are governed by the following set of equations:
Taking Laplace transforms we obtain
Note that, since, for k ≥ 1, π r (k) = 0, for k ≥ 0,
Also,
Then, using a(0) = 1 and a (0) = α S , we have
Using (13) and (14) we can solve the set of Equations (7)-(11) to obtain closed form expressions for p k (s), 0 ≤ k ≤ L, and express p k (s), 1 ≤ k ≤ K, p f i (s), 1 ≤ i ≤ A, and p a (s) in terms of p 0 (s):
Plugging those equations in (12) we can solve for p 0 (s), obtaining
and
Let c(k) = a(k)b(k) = i∈S r i π i (k) and c (k) = a (k)b (k) = i∈S r i π i (k). Then, since 
Equations (18) and (15) we have C K,L (t) = t × EARR K,L,a (t) = t 0 ETRR K,L,a (τ ) dτ and, then,
which with (18) and (15)- (17) give the closed form expression for C K,L (s).
The previous developments can be easily modified to derive closed form expressions for ETRR K,a (s) and C K (s). The results are:
where B(s) is given by (17) and
Based on the obtained closed form expressions, Figure 5 describes an efficient algorithm to compute ETRR K,L,a (s) or ETRR K,a (s), depending on whether α S > 0 or α S = 0. The algorithm deals efficiently with the case in which r i = 0, i ∈ S, which occurs quite often (for instance, when X is a reliability model), by exploiting the fact that in that case c(k) = c (k) = 0. The algorithm has as inputs α S , a Boolean variable null which indicates when r i = 0, i ∈ S, (19) and (20) , C K,L (s) and C K (s) can be computed efficiently by invoking the algorithm and dividing the value returned by that algorithm by s.
Laplace transform inversion algorithm
There are many numerical Laplace transform inversion algorithms. From those requiring only the computation of the Laplace transform of the function to be inverted, we have experimented with the methods proposed in [26] and [27] . Both are based on Durbin's approximation for f (t) [28] :
where i = √ −1 and {x} denotes the real part of a complex x. The approximation error, f (t) − f a (t), is
The methods only differ in the value taken for T . T is taken equal to TMUL × t, with TMUL = 1 in [26] and TMUL = 16 in [27] . The series in (21) tends to exhibit a poor convergence rate and, typically, an acceleration algorithm is used to improve it. The stability but also the cost (number of abscissae at which Laplace transforms have to be computed to reach convergence) increases with TMUL. Thus, we decided to experiment with several choices for TMUL from TMUL = 1 to TMUL = 16. As acceleration algorithm we used the epsilon algorithm described in [29] over the series which results when the terms of the summation of (21) are taken in groups of TMUL terms, i.e.
The accelerated series has an element for every element S m with odd m. To limit the cost of the epsilon algorithm,
; aux = a(K) * pLfLK; dp1 += aux; dp = s * dp1 + * dp2 + * aux; p = np/dp; which is quadratic with the length of the series S m , we limited the number of elements of that series to a maximum value of 101 and started to shift the series S m to the left when m would become greater than 101, so that the maximum value is not overpassed. In addition, to improve the numerical stability of the epsilon algorithm, we used the more robust Brezinski's recursion described in [29] when important cancellations were found in the standard recursion of the epsilon algorithm. The choice TMUL = 8 seemed to be the fastest one giving enough stability, and we decided to use that selection with the epsilon algorithm implemented as previously described.
The error of the Laplace inversion algorithm is controlled as follows. In the case of inverting ETRR K,L,a (s) or ETRR K,a (s), the error must be ≤ /2. The error has two components: the approximation error and the truncation error (resulting from the truncation of the accelerated series) and we allocate /4 to each of them. Since b(k), b (k), r f i ≤ r max , we have f (t) ≤ r max and, consequently (22) , assuming a > 0, which implies e −2aT < 1,
and to upper bound the approximation error by /4 we take a > 0 satisfying
The truncation error is estimated from the absolute difference between the last two elements of the accelerated series. When that series converges slowly, the actual truncation error can be larger than the absolute difference between the last two elements. Furthermore, in our experiments we observed that, from time to time, the absolute difference does not decrease monotonically. Taking all this into account, we found it advisable to introduce a 'large' factor between the requested absolute difference between the last two elements of the accelerated series and the desired truncation error, /4, and to require that the absolute difference between the last two elements of the accelerated series be smaller than the requested one two consecutive times. We decided to take a factor of 25, making the requested absolute difference between the last two elements of the accelerated series equal to /100. In the case of inverting C K,L (s) or C K (s), the error must be ≤ t /2 (to have an error in EARR K,L (t) or EARR K (t) ≤ /2), and we allocate t /4 for the approximation error and t /4 for the truncation error. From f (t) ≤ r max t, assuming a > 0, which implies e −2aT < 1, we obtain
and to make the approximation error ≤ t /4 we take a > 0 satisfying
To control the truncation error we decide that convergence has been achieved when the absolute difference between the last two elements of the accelerated series is ≤ t /100 two consecutive times, i.e. we leave a safety factor of 25, as when inverting ETRR K,L,a (s) and ETRR K,a (s). Expression (23) has severe cancellation errors when
The problem can be solved by using the shortest non-null Taylor series of x on y. This gives
which is accurate for y < 10 −3 .
ANALYSIS
We will start by analyzing the performance of the regenerative randomization with Laplace transform inversion method (RRL). For irreducible models, we will compare RRL with regenerative randomization (RR) and randomization with steady-state detection (RSD) [15] . For models with absorbing states, we will compare RRL with RR and standard randomization (SR). The comparison will be made using dependability models of moderate size of a RAID 5 architecture [30] . The RAID 5 architecture provides high throughput and dependability at a moderate cost and is widely used in storage servers. The models belong to class C . Figure 6 shows the architecture of the considered RAID 5 system. The system includes G × N C disks and N C controllers. The disks are organized into G parity groups, each with N C disks. Each controller controls a string of G disks. The system also includes C H hot spare controllers and D H hot spare disks. The information stored in each parity group is organized into groups of N C blocks, of which N C −1 blocks contain data bits and one block contains parity bits. Each block of a group is stored in a different disk of the parity group. Since parity blocks are accessed more often than data blocks, parity blocks are distributed evenly among the disks to achieve load balancing and maximum performance. The system is up if there are at least N C − 1 available disks in each parity group. A disk is available if it is unfailed, the controller of its string is unfailed and has updated data. When a failed disk is replaced by a good one, the replaced disk is obviously outdated. The other reason why an unfailed disk may be outdated is because the controller of its string has previously failed. Assuming the disk and the controller of its string unfailed, an outdated disk is updated by a reconstruction process in which all remaining disks of the string participate. The reconstruction process requires that those disks be available and, thus, can only occur when the system is up. All disks of the parity group involved in a reconstruction are 'overloaded' and have a higher failure rate. Non-overloaded disks fail with rate λ D . Overloaded disks fail with rate λ O . Controllers fail with rate λ C . The reconstruction process has an exponential duration with rate µ DRC . Failed disks and controllers are replaced, if hot spares are available, by a repairman with rates µ DRP and µ CRP , respectively, with priority given to controllers. Lacking spares and failed disks and controllers for which there are not spares are replaced with rate µ SR by an unlimited number of repairmen. A reconstruction process is successful with probability P R . Failure of a reconstruction process causes the failure of the system. Finally, when the system is down, it is brought to a fully operational state, with all disks in the parity groups available and all hot spares available, by a global repair action which has rate µ G , and it is assumed that this is the only repair action undertaken when the system is down. An exact modeling of the previously described RAID 5 system results in very large CTMCs for even moderate values of G and N C . An approximation will be used to reduce the size of the CTMCs. Unavailable disks are said to be aligned if they belong to the same string. The approximation consists in assuming that, if unavailable disks are not aligned, when one of them becomes available the remaining disks would still be unaligned whenever their number is ≥2. Using that approximation, it is possible to describe the state of the system using the following state variables: NFD (number of failed disks), NDR (number of disks under reconstruction), NDW (number of disks waiting for reconstruction), NSD (number of hot spare disks), AL (a Boolean variable which has value YES when unavailable disks-disks which are failed, under reconstruction, or waiting for reconstruction-are aligned and value NO otherwise), NFC (number of failed controllers), NSC (number of hot spare controllers) and DOWN (a Boolean variable which has value YES when the system is down and value NO when it is up). Since all down states of the system are dealt with identically, the approximated model only includes one down state. This is achieved by setting the other state variables to predefined values whenever the state variable DOWN is set to YES.
We will consider for the model parameter G the values G = 20 and G = 40 and will fix the other parameters of the model to the values N C = 5,
25 h −1 and P R = 0.999. We will consider three measures: the unavailability at time t, UA(t), the expected interval unavailability at time t, EIUA(t), and the unreliability at time t, UR(t). The measures UA(t) and EIUA(t) can be obtained as the generic measures ETRR(t) and EARR(t) considered earlier for the irreducible CTMC model previously described if a reward rate 1 is assigned to the single down state and reward rates 0 are assigned to the remaining, up, states. The UR(t) measure can be obtained as the generic measure ETRR(t) considered earlier for the CTMC obtained from the irreducible CTMC by making the down state absorbing if a reward rate 1 is assigned to that state and a reward rate 0 is assigned to the remaining, up, states. The irreducible CTMC model has 3841 states and 24,785 transitions for G = 20 and 14,081 states and 94,405 transitions for G = 40. The unreliability model has the same number of states as the irreducible model and one transition less. Both models belong to class C , the state o being the state in which the system is in its fully operational state; that state will be taken as the regenerative state in both the RRL and RR methods. It will be assumed that the system is initially in state o, implying α S = 0 for the RR and RRL methods. All methods were run with a single target time t and = 10 −12 . The CPU times were measured on a 167 MHz UltraSPARC 1 workstation.
We start by comparing RRL, RR and RSD for the irreducible model and the UA(t) measure. Table 1 gives the value of the truncation parameter K required by RRL and RR and the number of steps, N, on X required by RSD for several values of t. Figure 7 plots the corresponding CPU times. The parameters K and N have similar values. The parameter K is smaller than N up to a certain value of t and greater beyond that value. Regarding CPU times, RRL is about as fast as RSD and significantly faster than RR for large t. The numerical Laplace transform inversion is fast and consumes a small percentage of the CPU time consumed by the RRL method. That percentage had a maximum value of 7.5 % for the example with G = 20 and a maximum value of 1.7 % for the example with G = 40. The accelerated series passed the convergence test when the original series was computed up to a k ranging from 121 to 281. Since the computational cost of RRL for models which are not too small is dominated by the generation of the truncated transformed model and that cost divided by K is similar to the cost per step on X, we should expect the computational cost of RRL to be similar to the computational cost of RSD for models which are not too small when the initial probability distribution of the model is concentrated in the regenerative state. Otherwise, RRL will tend to be somewhat more expensive due to the TABLE 1. Required K in RR and RRL and required number of of with the 'exact' values to obtain the computational errors in RRL. Figures 10 and 11 give the results. In all cases, the actual computational error is much smaller than the requested one, . This is because the error upper bounds used to control the model truncation error and the approximation error of the Laplace transform inversion algorithm are very coarse, and because the accelerated series obtained with the epsilon algorithm converges relatively fast, making the actual truncation error of the Laplace transform inversion algorithm typically much smaller than the controlled absolute tolerance in the accelerated series, /100. The coarseness of the model truncation error upper bounds comes from the fact that those bounds are obtained by assigning a reward rate equal to r max = 1 to the truncated behavior, captured by the absorbing state a, when in fact the averaged reward rate in that behavior is of the order of the UA(t), which varies from 9.51626 × 10 −8 for t = 0.1 h to 9.99999 × 10 −7 for t = 10,000 h. The coarseness of the upper bound of the approximation error of the Laplace transform inversion algorithm comes from the fact that the upper bound is obtained by upper bounding UA(t) and EIUA(t) by r max = 1 while UA(t) and EIUA(t) have much smaller values. The Laplace transform inversion algorithm seems to be numerically very stable. Thus, for t = 10,000 h, UA(t) = 9.99999 × 10 −7 and EIUA(t) = 9.99899 × 10 −7 , and, for = 10 −18 , the accelerated series passed the convergence test with an absolute tolerance of /100 = 10 −20 , which is 14 orders of magnitude smaller than the inverted value. In summary, RRL seems to be able to achieve stringent accuracy levels safely.
RELATED WORK
Calderón and Carrasco [31, 32] describe preliminary related work. With respect to the regenerative randomization method as described in [16, 17] , these references deal with the particular cases in which, respectively, A = 0 and the CTMC is irreducible and A = 1 and all states in S are transient. More importantly, in [31, 32] the model truncation error is controlled by solving the truncated transformed model exactly using a simpler Laplace transform inversion algorithm than the one we use here each time the parameter K or the parameter L is increased. When the required K and L are not small, that approach introduces a considerable overhead over the approach taken in [16, 17] and here, based on easy-to-compute upper bounds for the part of the model truncation error which depends on K. We should note that using an exact solution of the truncated transformed model as in [31, 32] typically reduces the required K very little [16] . Another important difference is the absence of theoretical results in [31, 32] assessing the efficiency of the method for class C models. This is relevant since, although particular, class C is an important model class and it is important to be able to anticipate when the regenerative randomization method will be more efficient than other alternatives (the standard randomization method).
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Rewarded continuous time Markov models find applications in dependability and performability analysis of computer and telecommunication systems. The transient analysis of these models is costly when the model is stiff, making the development of efficient transient analysis techniques for these models a research topic of great interest. In this paper we have considered two transient measures, the expected transient reward rate and the expected averaged reward rate, and have developed a variant, regenerative randomization with Laplace transform inversion, of the regenerative randomization method for the computation of these measures. As regenerative randomization, the performance of the variant can be approximately predicted in advance for a class of models, class C , including failure/repair models with exponential failure and repair time distributions and repair in every state with failed components when failure rates are significantly smaller than repair rates. For irreducible models of that class, the new variant seems to be about as fast as randomization with steady-state detection for models which are not too small when the initial probability distribution is concentrated in the regenerative state and significantly faster than regenerative randomization when the model is stiff and not very large. For stiff class C models with absorbing states, the variant is much faster than standard randomization and significantly faster than regenerative randomization when the model is not very large. Since the cost of the second phase of regenerative randomization is approximately proportional to the stiffness of the model (max i∈ λ i t) and the cost of the first phase is approximately proportional to the size of the model (number of transitions), as the stiffness increases the second phase will be relatively costly for larger models and, therefore, the variant proposed in this paper will be attractive for larger models. The quality of the numerical solution obtained by the variant is not as high as the quality of the numerical solution obtained by regenerative randomization, due to the impossibility of upper bounding the truncation error of the Laplace transform inversion algorithm. However, the variant seems to be able to achieve stringent accuracy levels safely.
Another possibility to improve the efficiency of regenerative randomization would be to solve the truncated transformed model using a stiff ODE solver. When the original model is stiff, this would be certainly more efficient than solving the truncated transformed model by standard randomization. However, the quality of the numerical solution achieved by a stiff ODE solver is inferior to the quality of the solution achieved by the Laplace transform inversion algorithm we use. Three error sources exist in a stiff ODE solver: (1) local truncation error inherent to the approximation formula used in the steps of the method;
(2) error in the solution of the linear systems involved in the steps by an iterative method (direct methods would be much more costly); and (3) propagation of the above local errors. In practice, a stiff ODE solver requests an error tolerance and that error tolerance is used to control (without upper bounding) the local errors, and the only thing which is known about the actual error is that it is roughly proportional to the error tolerance. This is certainly inferior to the quality of error control in the Laplace transform inversion algorithm we use. Secondly, a stiff ODE solver would probably be less efficient, from a computational point of view, when the number of time points at which the measure has to be computed is not large, since the Laplace transform inversion algorithm typically requires about 150 Laplace transform evaluations while a stiff ODE solver requires of the order of thousands of vector-matrix multiplications [1, 2, 3] and the cost of a Laplace transform evaluation is not much larger than the cost of a vector-matrix multiplication. Finally, even sophisticated stiff ODE solvers [2] achieve with difficulty and high computational cost the accuracy levels that the Laplace transform inversion algorithm we use has been shown to achieve.
